OASIS is the General Services Administration's (GSA) newest contracting vehicle open to all Federal government agencies worldwide. It offers clients increased flexibility in procuring integrated professional services to meet complex requirements.

The comprehensive scope of the OASIS contract spans six core service disciplines—Program Management, Management Consulting, Engineering, Scientific, Logistics, and Finance. It is organized around 28 NAICS codes and 6 exceptions, which are allocated among 7 NAICS code pools. Clients may issue task orders in the pool where the requirements best align to the NAICS code associated with that type of work. Booz Allen Hamilton received awards in all seven pools and therefore is able to apply technical and professional skill sets across the entire scope of OASIS.

Benefits and Features of OASIS include—

- Decentralized ordering
- Flexibility to use all contract types, including Fixed Price, Cost Reimbursable, Time and Materials, and Labor Hour
- CONUS and OCONUS requirements
- Ten-year period of performance with ability for task orders to extend 5 years beyond contract expiration
- No limits on contract or task order ceiling values
- 104 standardized labor categories with flexibility to add more based upon task order requirements
- Reduced procurement lead times and administrative costs
- Subcontracting flexibility—teaming determined at task order level
- Ease of use and ready access to all Booz Allen robust service offerings
- Tiered access fees, ranging from 0.1 percent to 0.75 percent based on obligation level

Our Capabilities:

Booz Allen’s reach extends across the globe and supports all government agencies. This enables us to apply our technical and professional skill sets across the entire scope of the OASIS contract, as well as offer niche functional capabilities, such as Health, Safety, Environment, Energy, Process Improvement, Research, Aviation, Cyber Security, and others.

OASIS Scope (includes but not limited to):

Program Management Services
- Acquisition Support
- Business Intelligence Support
- Cost/Schedule/Performance Analysis
- Cost/Performance Trade-Off Analysis and Studies
- Earned Value Management (EVM)
- E-Business Support
- Information Analytics
- Program Management
- Program Documentation
- Project Management
- Regulatory Compliance
- Risk Assessment and Mitigation
- Strategic Planning
Scientific Services
- Environmental Sciences
- Engineering Sciences
- Life and Physical Sciences
- Psychological Sciences
- Mathematical Sciences
- Social Sciences
- Information Analytics
- Knowledge Management
- Tactical and Readiness Planning
- Technical Advisory Services
- Training and Facilitation

Management Consulting
- Business Process Reengineering
- Business Case Development
- Change Management
- Concept Development and Requirements Analysis
- Cost/Schedule/Performance Improvement and Tracking
- Inventory Management
- Logistical Studies and Evaluations
- Logistics Design and Optimization
- Logistics Operations and Maintenance
- Repair and Alteration
- Supply Chain Management and Provisioning
- Value Chain Management

Logistics Services
- Analysis and Recommendation of Support Equipment
- Deployment Logistics
- Disaster Management/Contingency Operations
- Distribution and Transportation Logistics
- Infrastructure Services
- Integrated Logistics Support (ILS)
- Interoperability and Integration
- Life Cycle Management
- Modeling and Simulation
- Natural Resources Management
- Operation, Maintenance, or Direct Support of an Existing Weapon System or Major System
- Requirements Analysis
- Safety Engineering
- Test and Evaluation

Engineering Services
- Engineering (Aeronautical, Chemical, Civil, Electrical, Mechanical, Metallurgy, etc.)
- Advanced Technology Pilots
- Alternative Energy Engineering
- Concept Development and Design
- Energy Planning, Strategies, Audit Services and Metering
- Environmental Consulting and Remediation
- Human Factors/Usability Engineering
- Independent Verification and Validation
- Financial Management Services
- Budget Analysis and Tracking
- Business Information Services
- Cost Estimating and Analysis
- Cost Performance Risk Assessments
- Disbursement and Reconciliation Support
- Impact Statement Development
- Financial Management, Accounting, and Auditing Services
- Program Objective Memorandum (POM) Creation and Documentation
- Oversight and Fraud Detection

How to Place an Order
GSA designed OASIS for ease of use, with two flexible options for placing task orders:
- For many customers, GSA’s range of Assisted Acquisition Services (AAS) is the preferred route. GSA’s regionally distributed AAS staff can help you through all or part of the OASIS task order cycle. Accessing these services is as easy as contacting your local GSA AAS staff.
- Customers with access to an in-house or agency contracting office may wish to access OASIS directly using its Direct Order/Direct Bill feature. GSA maintains a list of all Contracting Officers who have an authorized OASIS delegation of authority. Obtaining a delegation is a simple one-time process performed by the OASIS Program Office itself.

In either case, Booz Allen’s OASIS program office can help you navigate your options.